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About Us
Making tasteful and health beneﬁtting sugary delights is possible with jaggery, sugarcane
molasses and powdered sugar. Ensuring goodness of purity in the aforesaid is our speciality.
We are Shree Balaji Enterprise, a Raniganj, West Bengal (India) based wholesaler, trader and
retailer of Dark Brown Liquid Jaggery, MVB Semi Liquid Jaggery, Kakvi Liquid Jaggery,
Black Sugarcane Molasses, Natural Khandsari Sugar Powder, and similar items. Our
collection of sweetening agents is admired for not solely purity but also for providing
exceptional nutritional beneﬁts to consumers. It is our strong bond with quality keeping
companies that we supply to our customers freshly processed items with surety of their
highest quality standards. In the Indian Industry, our 2017 founded company is considered
top notch supplying company of aforesaid products because we price our entire collection of
quality based sweetening products very nominally so that more and more buyers can
purchase without burdening their pockets.

Our Team
Shree Balaji Enterprise is extremely happy to have constant support of smart and dedicated
professionals to work effortlessly on every business task and ensure maximum customers
satisfaction. It is through their focus over customers needs that they ensure premium
standards of Dark Brown Liquid Jaggery, Black Sugarcane Molasses, MVB Semi Liquid
Jaggery and other products are sourced from market respected companies. Along with this,
they make certain safe warehousing of all products is done professionally and timely
deliveries are made without any hassle.

Smart and Safe Packing
We at Shree Balaji Enterprise believe the very ﬁrst factor, which impress customers is quality
but the second is right packaging. Thus, with attention to quality sourcing, we also pay heed
to safe and secure packaging of MVB Semi Liquid Jaggery, Black Sugarcane Molasses, Dark
Brown Liquid Jaggery, and many other items. Food-grade, safe to use and strong packaging
materials are used for packaging aforesaid in compliance with industrial standards.
Different sizes of packs are used by our packaging experts and deliveries are made as per
customers requirements.

Our Products

Semi Liquid Jaggery

Dark Brown Liquid Jaggery

Healthy Liquid Jaggery

Pure and Fresh Liquid Jaggery

Red Liquid Jaggery

Thick Liquid Jaggery

Kakvi Liquid Jaggery

Nolen Liquid Jaggery
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